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"At midnight the Cry is heard, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him." COL 406.

"The parable of the 10 Virgins of Matthew 25... HERE IS BROUGHT TO VIEW THE CHURCH living in the last Days." GC 393. 1884 SOP 4:242.

"I am often referred to the parable of the 10 Virgins, five of whom were wise, and five foolish. This parable has been & will be fulfilled to the very letter, for it has a special application to this time, & like the Third Angel's Message, has been fulfilled and will continue to be present truth till the close of time. In the parable, the 10 Virgins had lamps, but only 5 of them had the saving OIL with which to keep their lamps burning. This represents the condition of the Church." RH A2:419. August 19, 1890.

"The sleepers, suddenly awakening, spring to their feet. They see the procession moving on, bright with torches and glad with music... But 5 have no oil... While they went to buy, the procession moved on, and left them behind. The 5 with lighted lamps joined the throng, and entered the house with the bridal train, and the Door was Shut. When the foolish Virgins reached the banqueting hall, they received an unexpected denial... They were left standing without, in the empty streets, in the blackness of the night." COL 406.

"As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for the Bridegroom, He told His disciples the story of the 10 Virgins, by their experience illustrating the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live just before His second coming.‖ COL 406. 1900."
SERIES #3 of the 10 Virgin Parable is a welcome addition to our growing interest in this Midnight Hour Message.

FROOM was appointed by the General Conference in 1933 to steer the prophetic Future of the Church.

HE FORGOT to allow for the Midnight Cry to take place before the Loud Cry.

The "40-year Plan" culminating in "Mission '73" made no provision for the Midnight Cry. The President of the Conference, the full Autumn Council, the SDA MINISTRY Magazine, the R&H, all admit that FROOM's "40-year Plan" -

As "MISSION '73" meshed with Billy Graham's "KEY '73" - as the Catholics came in to make the 3-fold Union -

The "THRUST" they intended to make, the "EXPLOSION" of Megaton proportions EEC promised as a result of his "All-night Prayers" - failed to materialize.

In surprising and public candor - they admit this. It broke the Heart of FROOM. What went Wrong? Does this Parable hold the Answer - ????

THE PUBLISHERS...
1. WHAT IS THIS PARABLE ABOUT?
   It is about the Sealing.

2. HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS ABOUT THE SEALING?
   "At Midnight the cry is heard, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him!"...The 5 with lighted lamps JOINED the THRONG, and entered the house WITH the bridal train, and the Door was Shut." COL 406.

3. DO THE FOOLISH HAVE A CHANCE TO BE SAVED?
   "While they went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them behind...and the Door was Shut. When the Foolish Virgins reached the banqueting hall, they received an unexpected denial..."I know you not." They were left standing WITHOUT, in the empty street, in the BLACKNESS of the Night." COL 406. (416).

4. WHAT DO THE FOOLISH SEEK IN THE TOO-LATE HOUR?
   Without dispute - they seek Oil.

5. WHAT DOES "OIL" REPRESENT?
   All know that "OIL" is Symbolic of the Holy Spirit. "The Wise took OIL in their vessels with their Lamps."...the grace of God, the regenerating, enlightening power of the Holy Spirit." GC 394.

6. WHY DO THE FOOLISH MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH FAIL?
   They heard too many "DO NOT FIND FAULT" Sermons.

7. SHOULD A CHRISTIAN FIND FAULT?
   This is a Sign of the Holy Spirit. Those who do not find Fault - lack the Holy Spirit. "Brilliant, sparkling ideas often flash from a mind that is influenced by the great deceiver. Those who LISTEN and ACQUISCE will become CHARMED, as Eve was CHARMED by the serpent's words...My message to you is: No longer consent to listen without protest to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES." SM 1: 197, 196.

8. HOW IS THIS A SIGN OF THE HOLY SPIRIT?
   "The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of
Error, and BOTH Tracks may seen to be ONE to Minds which ARE NOT worked by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore, are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth and Error." SM 1:202, 121, 282. B2:52. 2T:387. Old GW 206.

9. WHY DO THE FOOLISH VIRGINS FAIL?
Because they went by FROOM. "...took their Lamps, and took NO OIL with them."...they had depended on the Faith of their Brethren...[Did not want to find Fault!]...SATISFIED with the flickering Light of good emotions, WITHOUT A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING of the Truth." GC 354.

10. WHAT IS THE TRUTH?
The Truth is that there is a "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the LOUD CRY." That those who do not take part in the "EARLY RAIN" can have no part in the "LATTER RAIN."

11. WHAT IS THE "LATTER RAIN?"
"An Angel answered, "It is the LATTER RAIN, the REFRESHING...the LOUD CRY." EW 271. 1T:182.

12. WHAT ELSE IS THIS TIME CALLED?
"The COMMENCEMENT of that Time of Trouble...while Christ is IN the Sanctuary...while the work of Salvation is CLOSING, TROUBLE will be coming on the Earth, and the Nations will be ANGRY, YET HELD IN CHECK so as not to prevent the work of the Third Angel. AT THAT TIME the "LATTER RAIN." or REFRESHING from the presence of the Lord, will come, to give Power to the LOUD CRY." EW 86.

13. WHAT IS THE "EARLY RAIN" - WHAT SWELLS INTO THE "LOUD CRY" - ?? It is called the Message of "The Angel of Revelation 18..." Which came in 1888. "...and when the Message he brings AGAIN will SWELL INTO a LOUD CRY, it will again be ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by the Majority." [Taking up a Reproach.] "ARE SDA DOING GOD'S WILL?" Elder Brisbin Book, p. 10, 11.


14. WHAT IS THE MESSAGE THAT SWELLS INTO THE LOUD CRY?
It is a Repeat of the Message of 1888.
15. WHAT WAS THE MESSAGE OF 1888?
"...they HATED it the more, because it was a Message AGAINST THEM...Yet these men have been holding positions of TRUST, and have been molding the work after their own similitude, as far as they possibly could." TM 80. 1895. :All Heaven is indignant..." TM 76. "They are indulging the very same spirit as did Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, and as did the Jews in the days of Christ... "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!" TM 78-9. "God cannot work with such an element of pride." TM 326. "They are following in the Track of ROMANISM." TM 362.

16. WHAT DID THE LEADERSHIP DO IN 1888?
"In Battle Creek a council of ministries and responsible men from the publishing house (Led by Uriah Smith, see "Movement of Destiny" L. E. FROOM - p. 265, 323. "Through Crisis to Victory" A. V. OLSON - p. 92.)

"...Men of STUBBORN, IRONLIKE WILL, both in and out of the Office, were CONFEDERATING together, determined to drive certain measures through...CRITICIZE the MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS. They dare even to reject the words of REPROOF sent to them from God through His Holy Spirit...Caviling, ridicule, and misrepresentation...The use of such Weapons...To ACCUSE and CRITICIZE those whom God is using is to ACCUSE and CRITICIZE the Lord who has sent them...Baal, Baal, is the choice. The Religion of many among us WILL be the Religion of apostate Israel, because they LOVE their own way, and forsake the way of the Lord. THE TRUE RELIGION...has been slighted, spoken against, ridiculed, and rejected. It has been DENOUNCED..." TM 460-8. [Same chapter.]

IN THE LIST - that I had compiled on p. 4. "TAKING UP A REPROACH" that the FROOMS try to deny - I did not have this one. THIS SAYS THE SAME THING!" "...slighted, spoken against, ridiculed, and rejected. It has been DENOUNCED!" TM 460-8.

"The steps now being taken by the few cannot be followed by the Remnant people of God...there will be CONTINUAL and SHARP contests...no longer bow down to the idol of men's opinions, no longer be SLAVES..." TM 470-1.

SUMMARY - WHAT DID WE LEARN SO FAR?
[1] The Foolish Virgins fail because they have no re-
serve of OIL.
[2] They have no knowledge of the Truth for themselves.
[3] They depended on the "Men of stubborn, ironlike will ...Baal, Baal, is the choice." TM 461-2, 467-8.
[4] The Foolish Virgins found no Fault - because they lacked discernment, did not have the Holy Spirit, and were therefore"...not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth and Error." SM 1:202.
[5] Whatever it is that the Wise Virgins find - it "SWELLS to a Loud Cry." So something comes BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" - and is in fact the "EARLY RAIN" of the "LATTER RAIN."
[6] It is a "TESTIMONY" against the Leadership. They HATE it, REJECT it, speak from the Pulpit AGAINST it by "CRITICIZING" - "ACCUSATIONS" - "CONDEMNATION" EVERYTHING THEY TELL OTHERS NOT to do - they do. Tm 469. 1890.
[7] The "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD" do not follow them.

== LESSON #2. ==

1. WHAT ELSE IS OIL - BESIDE "HOLY SPIRIT?"
"That OIL...represents CHARACTER." TM 234.
It is in a Crisis that CHARACTER is REVEALED." CO 412.

2. WHAT ARE GOD'S GIFTS?
"We are living amidst the perils of the Last Days. We are wisely to CULTIVATE every mental and physical Power...The TALENTS given us by God are His GIFTS... God GIVES the Talents, the powers of the mind; man FORMS the CHARACTER." 81:174. 1904.

3. IF "OIL" IS CHARACTER - HOW IS "OIL" OBTAINED?
"Ye are God's husbandry, ye are God's building." Verse 9. This figure represents human CHARACTER... Each day God works with His building, stroke upon stroke, to PERFECT the structure, that it may become a holy TEMPLE for Him. MAN IS TO CO-OPERATE with God ...that in the END his CHARACTER may be a symmetrical structure, a fair TEMPLE... "Take heed how you BUILD, that your BUILDING may stand the TEST... ready for the Day of TEST and TRIAL, when all will be seen JUST AS THEY ARE...MAN forms the CHARACTER." 81:173-4.

4. WHAT IS CHARACTER? HOW DO WE OBTAIN IT?
"This is the TREASURE for which Christ bids us LABOR. CHARACTER is the great HARVEST of LIFE...EVERY EFFORT
that tends to the FORMATION of a Christlike CHARACTER
is laying up TREASURE in Heaven." MB 90. [The Old INDEX
gives p. 134 for this Reference, but the New INDEX
gives p. 90. We are now switching over to the STANDAR-
IZED Book. We may at Times give BOTH paging MB 90
[134.] In view of the Abominable and Confused teach-
ing about "CHARACTER" that is on the loose Today - do
you appreciate this Reference - these Truths ?]

5. ARE OUR CHARACTER-NATURES CHANGED WHEN CHRIST COMES?
"The coming of Christ does not change our CHARACTERS;
it only FIXES them forever beyond all change." 5T:466.

6. HOW FATAL IS IT TO DELAY OBTAINING OIL? [Character.]
"CHARACTER cannot be CHANGED when Christ comes, nor
just as a man is about to Die. CHARACTER-BUILDING must
be done in this life. We fear that Repentance will
come to the self-indulgent, tainted soul all TOO
LATE...I would make my Brethren alarmed if I could." 
TM 430. [From a Tract on fleeing Fornication. A Warning
to Ministers & Workers.] [But the Fornicators will
Fornicate on - looking for Overcoming & Character
when Christ-Messiah comes! TM 446.]

7. WILL CHARACTER BE WEIGHED BEFORE THE LOUD CRY?
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist church is to be weighed. She will be JUDGED [if
she, the Seventh-day Adventist church, does not
live up to the Light & Experience given.]

"...on her will be pronounced the Sentence: "FOUND
WANTING." By the LIGHT bestowed, the opportunities
given, will she be JUDGED." 8T:247. 1903.

8. WHAT WILL BE WEIGHED OR JUDGED?
"God is WEIGHING our CHARACTERS, our conduct, and
our MOTIVES in the Balances of the Sanctuary...To be
WEIGHED in the Balances and found WANTING in the day
of final settlement and rewards will be a fearful
thing, a terrible mistake which can never be correct-
ed...You will, if you are indeed Christians, ...You
will be among those who are SIGHING and CRYING for
the ABOMINATIONS." 3T:370. 1875.

FROM THE BOOK "COUNSELS ON HEALTH" DEALING WITH "CHAR-
ACTER" pages as marked:

***22-3. "Men have polluted the soul Temple, and God
calls upon them to AWAKE and to STRIVE with
ALL their MIGHT to WIN BACK their God-given manhood...
It is IMPOSSIBLE for a man to present his body a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, while continuing to indulge HABITS that are depriving him of physical, mental, and moral vigor... "be ye TRANSFORMED by the renewing of your Mind."

***33. "How can we gain access to souls buried in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS? Prejudice must be met; corrupt Religion is hard to deal with."

***129. "...will be surprised and disappointed when the Cry is heard: "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh." Matt. 25:6. They have the THEORY of the Truth, but they have no OIL in their vessels with their Lamps. Our Faith at this time must not stop with an assent to, or belief in, the THEORY of the 3rd. Angel’s Message. We must have the OIL...showing the way to those who are in DARKNESS. [Show the Laodiceans - they are in "DARKNESS" - "GROSS DARKNESS" - "DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE.]

***264. "The White-robed ones who surround the Throne of God are not composed of that company...who choose to DRIFT with the CURRENT rather than to breast the Waves of OPPOSITION. All who remain Pure and uncorrupted from the spirit & influence prevailing at this time will have stern CONFLICTS. They will come through great Tribulations; they will wash their Robes of CHARACTER, and make them WHITE in the Blood of the Lamb." [BRINSMEAD/SARAH PECK say this is IMPOSSIBLE. Perhaps because where he worships, in the "OUTER COURT" or "FIRST APARTMENT" - there is no BLOOD, no INCENSE, no ANGELS, no COMMANDMENTS, no REDEEMER, no NOTHING! But we are "CLEANSED from all UNRIGHTEOUSNESS" in the Most Holy Place - OPEN since 1844! GC 430.]

***280. "The Christian element is not to assimilate with the UNSANCTIFIED. The contrast between the two must be kept SHARP and POSITIVE."

***299. "AWAKE His people before it is forever TOO LATE."

***312. "WALK in the LIGHT while you have the LIGHT, lest DARKNESS come upon you."

9. WHO IS SIGHING & CRYING FOR THE ABOMINATIONS?

"God bids us SPEAK, and we will not be SILENT. If WRONGS are apparent among His people, and if the Servants of God pass on INDIFFERENT to them, they virtually SUSTAIN & JUSTIFY the sinner, and are GUILTY ALIKE with the sinner; & receive the dis-
pleasure of God just as surely as the sinner; for they will be made RESPONSIBLE for the SINS of the GUILTY...[The above is not quite like your 3T:266. I put it down as it was in the ORIGINAL.]

"Those who have EXCUSED these wrongs have been thought by the people to be very AMIABLE and LOVE-LY in DISPOSITION, simply because they SHUNNED to discharge a plain Scriptural duty...

"The spirit of HATRED which has existed with some BECAUSE the wrongs among God's people have been REPROVED has brought BLINDNESS and a FEARFUL DE-CEPTION upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to discriminate between RIGHT & WRONG. They have put out their own spiritual Eye-sight."
3T:266.

10. THOSE WHO SEE & ARE NOT BLIND - WHO ARE THEY?
This is a Testimony to the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" this is the Subject of the 10 Virgin Parable. It is the SEALING TIME, and here we come to the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS."

"The true people of God [As opposed to the "Pro- fessed people of God"] "The TRUE people of God, who have the SPIRIT of the Work of the Lord and SALVATION of souls at heart, will ever view sin in its real, sinful character. They will ALWAYS be on the side of faithful and plain dealing with sins which easily beset the people of God, ESPECIALLY in the LOSING Work for THE CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...

MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE
"Mark this point with care" Those who receive the pure mark of TRUTH, wrought in the Power of the Holy Ghost, represented by a mark by the man in linen, are those "that sigh and that cry for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that are done" in the Church...

BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER
"But the general SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...(will) begin at My Sanctuary...for He shall make even a speedy RIDDANCE of ALL them that dwell in the Land." 3T:266-7. 1873.

11. WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?
Never before explained as set forth here:
[A] The Sealing commences. The Sealing of the 144,000.
[B] This is the Closing work for the Church. "The solemn Testimony upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS." EW 270. 11:180-2.
[C] Let it be known that the FROOMS have it the "DESTINY" of the Church "HANGS" on NOTHING! It is CERTAIN, SEALED, PREDESTINATED, INFALLIBLE, SAVED, but here it says it "HANGS" in the Balances of the Sanctuary!
[D] 144,000 saved from all the World, but "Judgment must BEGIN with the House of God!" And as clearly set forth here - the "GENERAL SLAUGHTER" of those who see NO ABOMINATIONS, refuse to CRY ALOUD, because they have NO CHARACTER, NO HOLY SPIRIT, NO OIL OF DISCERNMENT, NO CONSCIENCE that is shocked at anything will be "SLAUGHTERED" beginning with Seventh-day Adventist Ministers, as well as all who listen to them! THIS is the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS - which must come BEFORE the same Message "SWELLS INTO A LOUD CRY."

12. WHO IS NOT SEALED?
"...DECEPTION of almost every kind are IN THE CHURCH. The SPIRIT of God, which prompts to RE-PROOF, is trampled underfoot..."

THE CLASS
"The Class who do not feel grieved over their own spiritual declension, nor mourn over the sins of others, will be LEFT without the SEAL of God. The Lord commissions His messengers, the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS in their hands...SLAY UTTERLY...AND BEGIN at My Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN at the ANCIENT MEN which were before the House...

(ADVENTIST TRADITION HAS IT that the Bad Eggs will all go out of the Basket - leaving a "PURIFIED" Church. Is that what this Testimony teaches? Read carefully Believing a LIE will help NO ONE - SAVE NO ONE what is the Truth of this Question in this SEALING- MIDNIGHT CRISIS-HOUR ??? Are our eyes Open - or are we BLIND ?) (COME - admit the Truth! Where are the Bad Eggs? Still 'BEFORE THE HOUSE!' Preaching away - him and all who Listen to him - are CUT DOWN! Listen to his Sermon.)

"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN...they say:...He is too MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE AND SAFE-
13. WHAT DO THE BLIND LAODICEAN "PEACE & SAFETY" DUMB DOGS SAY ???

They accuse and condemn God's people who are led by the Holy Spirit to see - they accuse and condemn them of having no "CHARACTER!"

14. BUT WHAT IS THE TRUTH??

"The people of God have been in many respects very faulty...But...they have put away their sins...The people of God are Sighing & Crying for the ABOMINATIONS...The wicked MOCK...RIDICULE...SNEER...But the anguish and humiliation of God's people is UNMISTAKABLE EVIDENCE that they are REGAINING the strength and nobility of CHARACTER..." 5T:474.

"Now indeed are the REMNANT...them that are ESCAPED of Israel." 5T:476. "The REMNANT of His people...the OUTCASTS of Israel." Isa. 11:11, 12. Ps. 147:2. Isa. 37:31. 65:5. 56:8. Jer. 8:2. 11:23.

SUMMARY  WHAT DID WE LEARN IN LESSON #2 ???

[1] OIL is CHARACTER. It is the Ability given by the Holy Spirit to detect Sin, Wrong, Wickedness, Error, and "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS."

[2] They are fouly ACCUSED and CONDEMNED by those too BLIND to SEE. Who sympathize with those in Error. And in that condition are appointed to SLAUGHTER.

[3] The "Peace & Safety" Preacher, the wonderfully AMIABLE and EFFEMINATE "DUMB DOG" that would not Bark - DEFENDS all the SINS and MINNIES and DRUGS and "OPERATION WHITE-COAT" and all - the Angels of God appoint him to the SLAUGHTER. Do you see anything else in the Inspired Revelations given?

[4] Their Character will be WEIGHED in the Balances of the Sanctuary. QUESTION: In which Apartment?

[5] Those too Blind to See - too Dishonest to Admit - will be given over to the SLAUGHTER.

LESSON #3

COMPENDIUM

Since we are dealing with the Sealing. Since the Sealing commences with the "House of God." Since the "LOUD CRY" determines who is Sealed in the World. Since the "MIDNIGHT CRY" of the 10 Virgin Parable COMMENCES the SEALING in CHURCH and REFORM. Since the "BRIGHT LIGHT" of the 10 Virgin Parable
is the "...FIRST END OF THE PATH" cast high above the Earth - in the 1846 Broadside and "MY FIRST VISION." Since this clearly portrays the BEGINNING of the Greatest Event the World has ever known.

The Sealing of 144,000 living Saints who will never taste Death, who will be "TRANSLATED" from among the "LIVING" - 12,000 of each Tribe. "TRIBE after TRIBE" 8T:41. "COME INTO LINE!" in the LOUD CRY.

"THE TIME OF TROUBLE" starts right here - it could be said that "ARMAGEDDON" starts right here for "ARMAGEDDON" is but the FINISHING of the SLAUGHTER that has ALREADY left Dead Bodies strewn over the Face of the Earth in the other of the 7 Last Plagues.

A PESTILENCE that will probably take 1/3rd of the Inhabitants of the World is to START in the SEALING TIME. We have not half understood what it means to be Weighed in the Balances of the Sanctuary and for Jesus of Nazareth to PASS BY!

"THE END is come upon my people of Israel; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the Songs of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, saith the Lord God: there shall be many DEAD BODIES in every place; they shall cast them forth with SILENCE." Amos 8:1-5, 10-14.

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *

1. IF "PASSING BY" MEANS HOPE - WHEN DOES THE LORD PASS BY THE ADVENTIST CHURCH FOR THE LAST TIME?

We lose much, many times all, when we do not Study in Context. Develop this Method:

Take a colored Pencil that is Red on one end - Blue on the other. Keep a Green pencil handy to mark KEY points. If you wish. However you do it - MARK your Books. A Book is not Read - that has not been Marked. Even the Bible.

CIRCLE a Word that is extra Important, put in Cross-References in the Back.

MARK YOUR BOOKS - CROSS-REFERENCE THEM.
This takes a lot of Work - yes. This takes a great deal of Time - yes. But what is your Soul worth? No one is going to Fool you now. You will KNOW what you Believe, and WHY you believe it.

You will REMEMBER these Quotations like a LIGHT. MARKING them helps to IMPRESS them INDELIBLY in your Mind
and Conscience. No BRINSMEAD or MAXWELL or FROOM is going to FOOL you now.

As you Re-read your Book, AFTER spending DAYS or WEEKS marking it and comparing it with other Books what you read on page 14 will not be remembered when you come to 648. But when you have a clear and fresh Morning to go over the Book - reading only the MARKED HIGHLIGHTS.

You will be ANTONISHED how a Book by INSPIRATION blended and wove in what was on page 14 with page 648. You will see how the Prophet went from Point A to Point B to prove Point C.

THE PROCESSION As you and your Friends ponder the wonder of the "PROCESSION" found in COL 406 that comes out of Nowhere, and sweeps by the Seventh-Day Adventist Church in its MIDNIGHT HOUR of gross Spiritual DARKNESS you and your Friends wonder and ponder about "WHO" is that Procession ???

One will suggest one thing, and others - another. But you prefer: "IT IS WRITTEN" - if you can find it. So you step back and look at the Picture.

[1] The Midnight Hour. Who comes BEFORE the Midnight Hour?
[2] THE 11TH Hour Men. That answer is Biblical, clear, and the Saints of God appreciate this as Light from Heaven. While the Lukewarm Laodiceans get as Mad as did the Jewish Leaders when He told them His Kingdom was NOT on Earth in a VISIBLE CHURCH, BUT IT WAS Jutification by Faith in an INVISIBLE KINGDOM. For which we will Die.

[3] It may take 10 Years to CONNECT this mysterious before unheard of "PROCESSION" with HEALTH REFORM TM 515, 514, 207, LS 425.7T:27.9T:126.6T:144, 470. AA 64. 
[4] It may take 10 Years to CONNECT the MIDNIGHT CRY with the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans.
[5] It may take 10 Years to find out what are the "EARLY SHOWERS." Or the meaning of "COMPANY" vs "ARMY."

NO WONDER THAT THEY "But now Time is almost finished, and what we have been YEARS LEARN-ING, they will have to learn in a few months." EW 67.

2. WHO IS THE "PROCESSION" THAT PASSES BY THE 10 VIRGIN CHURCH - AFTER WHICH THE DOOR IS SHUT?

Reading this in Context with a MARKED BOOK - as you
glance in the Chapter AFTER, or the one BEFORE.
Perhaps, after 10 Years, you may find the 11th Hour men hidden on page 399.
COL 406, the 10 Virgin Church is NOT a "MOVEMENT" they are ASLEEP - only DREAMING of what they are going to do. As they dreamt when they JOINED BILLY GRAHAM'S "KEY '73" with the CATHOLICS.

3. TO WHAT TIME HAVE WE COME TO? "WE ARE THE CLAY."
"We have come to a Time when God's sacred work is represented by the feet of the Image in which the IRON is mixed with miry CLAY. The MINGLING of Church Craft and... State Craft is represented by the IRON and the CLAY. They have invested their strength in Politics, and have UNITED with the PAPACY." MSS April 22, 1899. Brisbin Book. p. 58. SDA-BC 4:1168-9.

4. WHAT IS THE CONDITION OF THE CHURCH AT MIDNIGHT?
"By tamely presenting the Truth, merely repeating the Theory without being stirred...A listless, unfeeling...deathlike SLUMBER...Men and women are in the last Hours of Probation, and yet are CARELESS & STUPID, and Ministers have no Power to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP themselves. SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!" 2T:337. "Satan has PARALYZED them." 439.

5. WHAT HAPPENS AT MIDNIGHT IN COL 406?
"At MIDNIGHT the Cry is heard, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him!" The Sleepers, suddenly AWAKENING, spring to their feet. They SEE the PROCESSION moving on, bright with Torches." COL 406.

6. WHAT TOOK PLACE IN THE PRIOR CHAPTER IN THE SAME BOOK?
"When the Householder went to the MARKET-PLACE at the 11th Hour, and found men UNEMPLOYED, he said, "Why stand ye here all the day IDLE?" COL 399.

7. HOW DO WE KNOW THIS IS THE PROCESSION?
[A] The 10 Virgin Church is no "MOVEMENT" that is "GOING THRU!" they are going NOWHERE - they are SOUND ASLEEP! SNORING! DREAMING! Out of Touch with Reality. Suddenly they realize there is a "MOVEMENT" and those WISE enough "JOIN" it! This "MOVEMENT" is shown in detail in GC 464-473. What they are and what they ARE NOT! Sometimes we can Track down WHAT THEY ARE NOT! Track down the "FOOLISH VIGINS" what they STAND for or FALL for - to see the DIFFERENCE between them and the WISE.
[B] COL 406 the "MOVEMENT" bursts into View. They are on their way WITHOUT the 10 Virgin Church, no need of the 10 Virgin Church. Where, when, and how did they START?? This is the all-absorbing Question. Now the Answer is very Plain. Never put together until this Moment.

[C] COL 399 this "MOVEMENT" commences. COL 406 it bursts into View - but COL 399 it BEGINS - FORMS - obtains its Marching Orders.

WHAT DOES COL 399 TEACH??

8. We have to go to the Head of the Chapter. We go to COL 390. We find that the Pharisees had lost sight of the Truth of free "GRACE." Sometimes, to understand a Subject, one should know what the Chapter leads to, the Teaching at the END of the Chapter. THAT IS WHY it is of such Value to MARK a Book and come BACK to it again and yet again.

So when we come to this COMPLICATED subject of free 'GRACE' - we do not Fall for the Babylonish Version as does R. D. BRINSMEAD-FORD-HEPPENSTALL-NICHOLS-F. M. WILCOX-ARTHUR SPAULDING-F. T. WRIGHT-H. M. S. RICHARDS-E. J. WAGGONER-WIELAND- A. G. DANIELS.

"GRACE" saves EVERYONE.

So here we find free "GRACE" opposes the established Church. The Church thinks their YEARS of "WORK" gives them an "IN" with God They do not Understand the Father's Love for the Prodigal Son - FREE GRACE vs the other Son, representative of the CHURCH LEADERS who THINK they HAVE to be Rewarded over and above the 11th Hour men, who Labor only ONE HOUR - yet receive the SAME REWARD or even GREATER.

"It is easier for a Camel to go through the eye of a Needle, than for a RICH man to enter into the Kingdom of God... "Who then can be Saved?" It is only through the UNMERITED GRACE of Christ that any man can find entrance into the City of God...

Thus it was with the sinner, who, KNOWING his UNWORTHINESS, has entered the Master's vineyard at the 11th Hour...worked for only ONE HOUR..."These last having wrought but ONE HOUR." COL 390-399. [The Subject being: "THE REWARD OF GRACE." Which is AGAINST the ORGANIZED CHURCHES throwing them into Consternation as the Master "HIRES" men in the 11th Hour to go and do the Work not being done by those who have fallen ASLEEP on the Job. Shall we "JOIN"
who? Are we "WISE" enough to make the right decision? Will we WAKE up in Time? Or fight for the Old Church, as did the Jews to their DEATH!"

"So the LAST shall be FIRST, and the FIRST - last; for many are CALLED, but few CHosen." COL 399.

"The Jews had been FIRST CALLED...and because of this they were PROUD and SELF-RIGHTEOUS...Christ warned the disciples who had been FIRST CALLED...lest the SAME EVIL should be cherished among them, He saw that the WEAKNESS, the CURSE of the Church, would be a spirit of SELF-RIGHTEOUS...Men who had made a LITTLE advancement would be PUFFED-UP, and think themselves SUPERIOR to others. They would be eager for FALTIERY, JEALOUS if not thought MOST IMPORTANT.

"The Reward is not of Works, lest any man should BOAST; [Of their BIG CHURCH and all their DRUG-TRAFFIC!]...but it is all of Grace...his Faith] [In the Truth that the Church rejects, as in 1888. Yet this Truth, its accept- ance] is counted for RIGHTEOUSNESS." ...The first and last are to be sharers in the great Eternal Reward, and the FIRST should gladly welcome the LAST...LOVE rejoices in THE TRUTH...many who APPEAR to be FIRST will become LAST, while those who possess it, through AC- COUNTED LAST, will become FIRST...

"He had noted the hard Battles with SELF...that WON the VICTORY. All this God and Angels know. A Book of Remem- berance is written...for them...the willing and OBEDIENT will gain Victory after Victory...Heaven's Golden Gate opens NOT to the SELF-EXALTED. It is NOT lifted up to be the PROUD in spirit." COL 400-4.

[This is the Straight Testimony to the RICH and PROUD Jews and LAODICEANS who think they can BUY salvation with INSTITUTIONS & TEMPLES. But will yet Bow at the feet of the Philadelphia Saints and acknowledge every last Bit of this Truth of this MIDNIGHT HOUR! COL 406.]

SUMMARY - REVIEW - WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?
[3] Christ "Passes by" after this Last Call.
[4] As the Sealing progresses into the Loud Cry the Slaughtering Angels come out of the Temple by way of the Higher Gate - Eze. 9:1-3 to slay utterly those PASSED BY and NOT SEALED.
ANN DeMICHAEL in a Bible Camp at Paradise, Calif. proposed that we make a 10 Virgin Parable, a Sabbath Lesson Study. She was elected to go to work on it. Others joined their Findings as Wonder turned to Gems of Certainty. One Theory suggested, never before heard of in Church or in Reform.

LESSON #4

1. IS THE MIDNIGHT CRY AND THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS - IS THAT ONE AND THE SAME THING?

"We are to enter into NO CONFEDERACY with those who do not LOVE or FEAR God. Those who...are surrounded with SPIRITUAL DARKNESS that is as the DARKNESS OF MIDNIGHT...The Church is weak and inefficient because many of its MEMBERS (refuse)...to do the will of God. Not by the Spirit of God, but by another spirit, are they led.

"Some are reckless, insensible of the results of sin, heedless of Warning. Soon the handwriting on the Wall, now UNINTELLIGIBLE to them, will be READ. But it will then be TOO LATE for them to Repent. Like Belshazzar, they seem unable to see their peril. A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must be borne TO our churches and Institutions to AROUSE the SLEEPING ones." RH A4:467. Nov. 18, 1902.

2. HOW WILL THIS CONCERN FOR THEIR SOULS BE MET?

FROM THE RANKS OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?

"...a Foolish man built his house upon the sand, and the RAIN descended, and the FLOODS came, and the WINDS blew, and beat upon that house; and it FELL...

"WOE unto thee, Chorazin! WOE unto thee, Bethsaida! ...and thou, Capernaum, [Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great Light. EGW. RH A3:69. Aug. 1, 1893] which are exalted unto Heaven, shall be brought down to HELL!...The CALAMITY that was SOON to come...But filled with PROUD CONCEIT...

"He hath a Devil." They imputed his SEVERE denunciation of their sins to SATANIC inspiration, saying that he was not in his right mind, that he was a poor HYPOCHONDRIAC, full of fancies, led by a CRAZED IMAGINATION...

"In our to-day we shall meet with the SAME SPIRIT...We shall meet with those who have received LIGHT and EVIDENCE, but who in their PERVERSITY reject all that does not harmonize with their own Plans, persisting..."
in the determination to follow their own way. THEY REFUSE to receive Truth themselves, and do all their power to lead others to regard with INDIFFERENCE the word of the Lord...

"Those whom the World account unlearned and ignorant men may be chosen by the Lord as Teachers, because He sees that they are willing to Learn as well as to Teach...that all might have opportunity to see God was correcting them by a MESSAGE...

"But if they continue to walk in their way, I will come still closer; and AFFLICTION shall come upon the FAMILIES who claim to believe the Truth, but who do not practice the Truth, who do not make the Lord of Israel their FEAR and their DREAD...

"We have not a moment to spend in CRITICISM and ACCUSATION...In every part of the World a straight forward MESSAGE is to be proclaimed in the Power of the Holy Spirit. God says to His workers everywhere, "Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and SHOW my people their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the house of Jacob their SINS...not with TAME, LIFELESS utterances...a TAME, POINTLESS message, which LULLS people to SLEEP...

"Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS messages given in OUR Churches, when he says, "I know thy works...I will SPEW THEE OUT of my mouth...The Ministers are ASLEEP; the lay members are ASLEEP... May God help them to AROUSE.

"Soon an awful SURPRISE is coming upon the inhabitants of the Earth. Suddenly, with Power and great Glory, Christ will come. There will then be no Time to PREPARE to meet Him. Now is the Time for us to give the warning MESSAGE." RH A4:471, 487, 497. 1903.

[Did you see in this Testimony just WHAT is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans which is to come TO them and not FROM them in the MIDNIGHT CRY! And how they CRITICIZE, ACCUSE, and CONDEMN us for so doing. Like a spoiled Brat needing bitter Medicine. For the Plagues are coming and even at the Doors, and they Sleep the Sleep of Death. Being BLIND to their Condition, DREAMING that Christ will "GIVE" them a CHARACTER!]
3. TELL US MORE OF THIS MESSAGE THAT WE MUST HEAR:

"A Class will be reached whose senses are not BLINDED, and they will discern the Signs of the Times. They will be ALARMED at the failure to OBEY the Word of the Lord, and will establish the TRUTH in many places. A work now left undone will be carried forward. ...through faithful MESSENGERS, who will give the Trumpet a certain Sound. The TRUTH will be CRITICIZED, and SCORNED, and DERIDED; but the closer it is EXAMINED and TESTED, the brighter it will SHINE...

"The Lord will raise up men of KEEN PERCEPTION, who with clear vision will discern the INTRIGUES of Satan, and will give these Truths their proper place in the Plan of God...men of SHARP SPIRITUAL EYESIGHT, who can discern Truth and Error...

"In the Message to the Church at Sardis TWO PARTIES are presented - those who have a Name to live, but are DEAD, and those who are STRIVING to OVERCOME...

"To the Church of the present day this message is sent. I call upon OUR Church Members to read the WHOLE of the 3rd Chapter of the Revelation, and to make an application of it. The Message to the Church of the Laodiceans applies especially to the people of God TODAY. It is a Message to professing Christians who have become so much like the World that no difference can be seen...I will spew thee OUT of my mouth...

"O that God's people had a sense of the impending DESTRUCTION of THOUSANDS of Cities, now almost given to idolatry! But many of those who should be proclaiming the Truth are ACCUSING and CONDEMNING their Brethren...CRITICIZE and TEAR DOWN...that hinders the LIGHT from shining to the World...Are we as a people ASLEEP?...UNREADY?...UNFITTED?...Each one is to AWAKE...Then will REFORMATIONS take place." RH A4:547-8, 553. 1903.

4. DOES THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS--DOES THAT MESSAGE "TEAR DOWN" ???

How can the message "TEAR DOWN" what is TORN DOWN already! "Men who stand in very responsible positions at the HEART of the work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED them...and works successfully by THEIR side to TEAR DOWN what God has commanded to be BUILT UP." 2T:439, 440.

5. IF THE LEADERS TEAR DOWN - HOW CAN WE RESTORE?

"They would TEAR DOWN that which God would RESTORE by the LAODICEAN MESSAGE." TM 23.
6. HOW DOES THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - RESTORE ???

"The Lord here shows us that the MESSAGE to be borne TO His people by ministers whom He has Called (in the 11th Hour.) to WARN the people is NOT a Peace & Safety Message...

"WHAT GREATER DECEPTION can come upon human minds than a CONFIDENCE that they are RIGHT when they are ALL WRONG! The MESSAGE of the True Witness...CONDEMNS the lukewarm condition...CONDEMNING wrong and reproving sin...

"These poor souls, I saw, were deceived by Satan. They FLATTER themselves that they are RIGHT, that they are in favor with God and are RICH in spiritual discernment, when they are POOR, BLIND, and WRETCHED. They are doing the work of Satan, but THINK they have a Zeal for God...

"This Message must be borne to a LUKEWARM Church by God's Servants. It must AROUSE His people from their security and dangerous deception...will AROUSE to ACTION and lead to SELF-ABASEMENT and CONFESSION of sins..."TO HIM THAT OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with Me in My Throne...The people of God must SEE their WRONGS and AROUSE to zealous REPENTANCE." 3T:253-260. 1873.

7. SHOULD WE DROP DEAD - STOP THIS MESSAGE? AS THEY WOULD LIKE US TO DO?

"This is our Work...the UNROLLING OF THE SCROLL...

"Cry aloud, spare not...SHOW My people their transgression...A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the Churches is to be proclaimed. Every effort is to be made to give the LIGHT, not only to our people, but to the World...We are to enter into no CONFEDERACY with the World." BT:159, 160. 1904.

8. ARE THE PEOPLE BLESSED WITHOUT THIS MESSAGE ???

"The plain, straight Testimony must live in the Church, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people as surely as it did upon ancient Israel because of their sins. God holds His people, AS A BODY, responsible for the sins existing in individuals among them...the LEADERS...become RESPONSIBLE." 31:269.

9. DOES IT REALLY MATTER IF WE HAVE THE TRUTH OR NOT ??

"And whosoever shall exalt HIMSELF, shall be ABAS-
ED."...Many are FLATTERING themselves that they are RIGHT with God, when they have not the PRINCIPLES of the Truth in their Hearts...SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS and CARNAL SECURITY have closed you about as with BANDS OF IRON. You need to be Zealous and Repent... whether you REFORM, or retain your defects of Character, you will one day realize what you have lost by placing yourself in a defiant position, warring in spirit against the Servants of God..."Touch not Mine anointed," saith God," and do My prophets no harm...There are some in these Last Days who will cry: "Speak unto us smooth things, prophecy deceptions." But this is not my work...It is a work which but few will appreciate." 4T:226-232.

10. WHAT DOES CHARACTER HAVE TO DO WITH TRUTH?
"A Christian CHARACTER can be symmetrically and completely FORMED only when the human agent regards it as a privilege to work disinterestedly in the proclamation of the truth and to SUSTAIN the cause of God with MEANS...As we SOW beside all waters." 9T:127. "These covetous ones become SEPARATED from the company of believers." 126.

11. IS UNITY ALL THAT IS NECESSARY?
"In the great closing work of the Rebellion the powers of evil will UNITE in a desperate struggle to work out their deceptive plans to lead souls to ruin. Ministers and Physicians and men in positions of trust as Lawmakers will UNITE in this work of Rebellion. THOUSANDS are already taking their place on the side of satanic agencies. Some of these wear a pretentious garb of righteousness...TOO LATE, TOO LATE they will see that Angels of God are in the warfare AGAINST ALL who have departed from the Faith...We see that Seducers are waxing Worse and Worse...But the faithful Servants of God need not fear the outcome of the Conflict." RH A5:546. Sept. 30, 1909.

12. FOR MANY YEARS WE HAVE HEARD THE FOUL ACCUSATION THAT IT IS THE WICKED WHO SEE ANYTHING WRONG! IS IT THE WICKED OR THE RIGHTOUS ???
"False doctrines will sap the FOUNDATIONS of many, because they have not learned to DISCERN Truth from Error." RH A5:468. Nov. 19, 1908.
13. WHAT IF WE ALL THROW OUR GOLD INTO ONE BIG MELTING POT OF RELIGION?
"Some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of Devils." This is the SNARE that has come into OUR RANKS...There are men who are acting the part of Aaron...They are building up the very things that God has specified should not be built up...the modern Aarons who are saying, "These be thy gods, O Israel...

"But for wise and holy purposes He PERMITTED the evil to develop...to come to its height. THEN when the LEADING MEN had done all that it was in their power to do, he sent MOSES down to PUNISH the Transgressors.

"I am instructed to AROUSE our Churches in every place from their SLEEPING condition. Those who hear the Word of Life, but do not practice it, can not hope to ESCAPE the CORRUPTION that is in the World through Lust...NOT AS A FIEND...but as an ANGEL OF LIGHT he will come." RH A5:493, 528. 1909.

14. WHAT HAS ALL THIS TO DO WITH THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE?
"O my people, they which lead thee CAUSE thee to ERR, ...and they that are LED of them are DESTROYED." Isa. 3:12. 9:16.

15. WHAT THEN - IS THE REMEDY - THE ONLY HOPE?
"At MIDNIGHT the Cry is heard, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him." ...their WISER companions...JOINED the Throng...and the Door was Shut." COL 406.

16. WHAT ABOUT THE FOOLISH? WHO LACK JUDGMENT?
"A Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Proverbs 13:20, 23.

17. HOW MANY ARE FOOLISH?
"It is Time for Thee, Lord, to work: for they have made void Thy Law." ...Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery trials, and the GREAT PROBATION of those who now appear to be genuine and true will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...

"To stand in defense of Truth & Righteousness when the MAJORITY forsake us, to Fight the Battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW - this will be our TEST ...The NATION will be on the SIDE of the great Rebel Leader." 5T:136.
18. WHAT WILL THE FROOMS SO IN THIS TIME OF CRISIS? WILL THEY LEAD US FAITHFULLY THROUGH?
"These DUMB DOGS that would not Bark...all perish together...He will detect their HYPOCRISY and will open before others those sins which they were so careful to HIDE..."

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE...

INDIFFERENCE

We break in here to Note this word: "INDIFFERENCE" we have come to it several Times already. Not always ACTIVE ENEMIES of the Truth but just hold their Noses high, refuse to come to the Meetings, send back Papers representing THOUSANDS OF HOURS of Research, glorious Testimonies hidden for Ages. But they IGNORE it all, take the Word of Leaders who consider themselves WISE and they really Think that God is pleased with their NEUTRALITY, NON-COMMITTAL attitude even in the Face of such ABOMINATIONS as the very "OMEGA OF ABOMINATIONS"

[8] Calling on them to sustain their Institutions.

[10] Sit in Council, with them, pay Dues to them, sit on their Boards. THIS is REVELATION 18?

"They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them [Did not want to criticize the Devil or find Fault with him!] and it SHUT them in like a THICK CLOUD. The Angels of God LEFT these...His Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT." EW 270. [But take it from 11:180-2 for the MISSING FOOTNOTES to show WHAT the Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans IS and those who go "OUT" of the "COMPANY" that gives it and these Judases GO BACK to the LAODICEANS! And thus OUT OF THE Truth! NO you will see this in EW 270-1. But go to the ORIGINAL with FOOTNOTES INTACT! And see them go "OUT" of this "COMPANY". 11:180-2.]
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CONTINUING WITH FROMM
"These DUMB DOGS that would not Batk...Those who have been regarded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be RING-LEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE... Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in his WRATH he deals with them without mercy...

"The SEAL of God will be placed upon the foreheads of those ONLY who sigh & cry for the ABOMINATIONS... "And at that time shall MICHAEL stand up...THIS SMALL REMNANT..." 5T:211-2. 1882.

SUMMARY
[1] Conclusive proof, documented evidence - that the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" and the "AWAKENING" of the 10 Virgins by the "MIDNIGHT CRY" is ONE and the SAME thing!

"A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must be borne TO our Churches and Institutions to AROUSE the SLEEPING ones." RH A4:467.

"What shall I say to AROUSE the REMNANT people of God? was shown that dreadful scenes are before us, and Satan and his angels are bringing all their powers to bear upon God's people. He knows if they SLEEP a little longer he is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN... and then your agonizing cries will be of no avail...your DESTRUCTION cometh as a WHIRLWIND...For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them, and the prosperity of FOOLS shall DESTROY them. But he that HEARKENETH unto Me shall dwell safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil." SG 4:61. 1T:263.

[2] "The Message to the Laodiceans...the reason it has not accomplished a greater work is because of the HARDNESS of their HEARTS...This fearful Message will do its work...Nearly all believed that this Message would end in the LOUD CRY of the 3rd Angel...I saw that this Message...was designed to AROUSE the people of God, to discover to them their BACKSLIDINGS, and to lead to zealous REPENTANCE, that they might be fitted for the LOUD CRY...or be SPUED OUT of the Mouth of God...leaving them with their evil traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS. Those who come up to every Point, and stand every Test, and OVERCOME, be the price what it may, have heeded the counsel of the True Witness, and THEY will be FITTED for TRANSLATION by the LATTER RAIN." SG 4:32-4. 1856.
LESSON #5

We deem it important enough to continue to explore the question: Is the Midnight Cry and the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans - one and the same thing?

Do not both result in a Split, Division, Shaking, Separation in the Church? Is this not precisely what FROOM has been seeking to Ignite, Deny, Avoid? By attempting to herald a "LOUD CRY" without the SHAKING-SEALING first?

1. IS THERE A SEALING BEFORE THE LOUD CRY?

[1] Many of us have read the "SHAKING" chapter so many times from EW 269-272 that we turn to it intuitively. So we will use it, ever bearing in mind, and never forgetting - that this testimony has been shorn of its strength. No one can understand this testimony without the FOOTNOTES - found in 11:180-2.

[2] EW 269. 11:179, 180. LEFT OUT of EW 269 but found in 11:179. It is the "PEOPLE OF GOD" that are in distress and mightily "SHAKEN." They know something is Coming.

[3] Evil Angels crowd in Doctrines of Demons in the form of "DARKNESS", those Neutral, Indifferent, and Couldn't Care Less [Careless] are engulfed in the DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT. It is the DARKEST Hour. It is the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY." It is a Repeat of the Sin and the Doctrine of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM, to come again just before the Close of Probation. 1870 SOP 1:300, 303, 306, 277-8, 296. "The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" How they LOVE it!

[4] Such a Message does not encourage anyone to Strive to Overcome. They rest in Carnal Security. "CHRIST" will "DO IT ALL!" Nothing for them to: "DO-DO-DO!" This is the "DO-NOTHING" and "KNOW-NOTHING" Class.

[5] They succumb to the self-styled: "AWAKENING" and make "NO-EFFORT!" Call it a SIN! Even a "DOUBLE-SIN!" And even the "ANTI-CHRIST!" Which delights the Simple, and confounds the Wise.

[6] Here is the Great Split in the Church EW 271. "AGONIZING" all stopped! It is the SEALING! Bottom of Page - followed by the "LOUD CRY!" SEALING in the Ranks of Church & Reform - FIRST! Before any "LOUD CRY" or "LATTER RAIN."

How important, then, it is to know that the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY determines the "DESTINY OF THE CHURCH!" 270. 11:181.
2. TO CONFUSE THIS ISSUE - WHAT TWO DECEPTIONS DOES SATAN COME DOWN WITH IN GREAT POWER AS HE KNOWS HIS TIME IS SHORT??

[1] As in the Days of the Son of Man - the Shepherd's Rod, followed by the Awakening - led by FROOM all look for a "Kingdom" on Earth. "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" saved by 144,000 Adventists! Almost NO ONE stood up for the Truth - in Opposition to that Dream. FROOM drove it to the Hilt - all those New Bird-House Churches, "Second to none" - the Big Drive to fill them - culminating in "KEY 73" - the Big Bang never took place - even with all the "ALL-NIGHT PRAYERS!" It was a monumental Drip and a Fizzle. MILLIONS of Dollars down the Drain! One MILLION to two MILLION $'s for the BRINSMADR CLOWNING ACT! All in Vain! Now we will try again!


[The Truth? The True people of God will be ATTACKED first of all by the Adventist Church, who will prove their "Most BITTER Enemies" GC 606-8. The REMNANT will be "Very SMALL and FEEBLE" - "The DESPISED REMNANT" - "The ESCAPED OF Zion" - "The OUTCASTS of Israel" - only "LITTLE KNOWN to the Catholics" - "an OBSCURE PEOPLE" - "Standing before the World as Reformers." A "DESPISED" or "HATED SECT." GC 635. 1884 SOP 4:452.]

[Is this what pierson had in Mind? The "VANGUARD" of a "HATED SECT?" FROOM tried that - his failure broke his Heart. He planned on it for 40 Years!]

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them... and all ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO MANY Years of worldly prosperity, - then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. DA 379, 383, 577. EW 139. RH A6:154. DA 299, 628-9, 635, 645. 51:478.

10 VIRGIN PARABLE THE END OF THEIR DELUSIVE DREAMS!

[3] "...the line of DESTINATION must be more plain between (the World) and the Israel of God, or the CURSE which falls upon Worldlings WILL FALL on God's PROFESSED
people...soon the Word will be spoken to the Angels of God concerning you, as was given concerning Eli's house, that your sins shall not be purged with sacrifice nor offering forever. MANY, I saw, were FLATTERING themselves that they were good Christians, who had not a single ray of Light from Jesus...And I saw that the Lord was whetting His Sword in Heaven to CUT-THEM-DOWN. Oh, that every LUKEWARM professor could realize the clean work that God is about to make among His PROFESSED people...Says the True Witness, "I know thy WORKS." The 3rd Angel is leading up A people, Step by Step, higher & higher. At every Step they will be TESTED." SG 4:36-7.

[It seems patently obvious from these Statements what the Straight Testimony TO [not FROM!] the Laodiceans IS! And a few lines up, did you Notice the Difference between "the PROFESSED people of God" and "A people?"

[The JEW that Crucified Christ, as well as the Baal-Priests with whom Elijah contended, were BOTH called: "Professed people of God." Not a very endearing Term.]

[Did you also Notice that the greatest HINDRANCE to Spirituality is "FLATTERY" as the Church-Leaders vie with one another: WHO can FLATTER them the most to DESTRUCTION? Telling them they are soon "Going Thru!" Soon going to have the "LATTER RAIN" without any "GO YE OUT!" MIDNIGHT CRY about it! If they would BURY all the FROOM Books and the MAXWELL Books "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" among OTHER "ABOMINATIONS" show them THESE "ABOMINATIONS!" FLATTERING them by these BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES - to their Ruin & Doom!]

[Too BLIND to see theirs are the REAL, GENUINE Messages of "CONDEMNATION!" for all who lead them will be CONDEMNED! Their Pride and Carnal Security leads them, like the PROUD PHARISEE - in to a State of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS that is:

"Of all sins it is the most hopeless, the most incurable." COL 154. Which leads to Weakness of Mind, and such cannot give the Last Message. EW 107.

[yet, like spoiled Brats - they will LOVE this Adventist Adulation of SELF and dearly beloved sinless Church! "The Congregation is HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" How they LOVE THAT! "AS GODS!"

Where does HOUTEFF-ROGERS-FIQUHR-FROOM-ANDERSON-BRINS-
MEAD or any other False Prophet find the people of God in the "VANGUARD" of some "GREAT SPIRITUAL RENEWAL?" in view of Statements like this:

"...every Case is decided; there is no longer Probation, no longer Mercy, for the impenitent. The SEAL of the living God is upon His people. THIS SMALL REMNANT..." 5T:213.

"TRUTH was UNPOPULAR in Christ's day. It is UNPOPULAR in our day. It has been UNPOPULAR ever since Satan first gave man a DISRELISH for it be presenting FABLES that lead to SELF-EXALTATION." DA 242.

"They DESPISE the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY that reaches the Heart, and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED who gives REPROOF." 3T:272.

"The STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must be REVIVED, and it will SEPARATE those from Israel who have ever been at WAR with the means that God has ordained to keep CORRUPTIONS out of the Church...It is only by LONG and PERSEVERING EFFORT, sore discipline, and stern conflict that we shall be OVERCOMERS..."

"Keep your words of SYMPATHY and PITY for those who really deserve them, those who are pressed by the Spirit of God to SHOW His people their TRANSGRESSIONS and the house of Israel their sins...SANCTIFICATION is not a work of a DAY or a YEAR, but of a LIFETIME." 3T:324-5.

[Can you imagine the Mentality, or the Spirituality, of a people - who claim to believe the Testimonies, who have 100 References like the above to fall back on - yet when some Smooth-Operators come along in the Guise of Australian "AWAKENERS" that awake NOTHING - that hand us "SANCTIFICATION" by merely walking IN to the FIRST APARTMENT of the Heavenly Sanctuary! What is happening to people that their MINDS are so Weak they cannot REMEMBER this for ONE MOMENT.]

"SANCTIFICATION is NOT a work of a DAY or a YEAR, but of a LIFETIME." 3T:325.

"STUPIDITY must be SHAKEN OFF. We must AROUSE from the LETHARGY that will prove our DESTRUCTION unless we RESIST it...Many are the souls that have been DESTROYED by the UNWISE SYMPATHY of their Brethren...their work of DEATH." 3T:328-9.
EXPLOREING THE "MIDNIGHT CRY" WHICH COMES IN THE DARKEST HOUR in the History of the Church - just as the Wrath of God is about to burst on His professed people for their INDIFFERENCE and CARELESSNESS, and also as a Result of the secret SEALING going on in their midst.

When the SUNDAY LAW and LOUD CRY comes, it is all over for the Sabbatarian World. IF the "DESTINY OF THE CHURCH HANGS" 11:108-2 on their acceptance or rejection of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) THE LAODICEANS!"

WE certainly ought to know a great deal more than we do about the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" a Message which is Anathema to them which they have sought to IGNORE, REJECT, HATE, and DESPISE with an onslaught the greatest in all History against "FINDING FAULT" - what else could have been so effective to put out their own SPIRITUAL EYE-SIGHT?

So that, in Truth, we are dealing with "BLIND" LAODICEANS! News-Reports for April 4, 1974 say the TORNADOES struck in places: "WITHOUT WARNING!" This is a LIE!

April 2, 1974 two days before Weather Scientists PREDICTED tornadoes because of the Boiling Clouds that looked for all the World like an ATOMIC CLOUD - 50,000 and even 60,000 feet high! And they knew that Trouble was Brewing when the Temperature in New York was 72 while in Ohio it was 35. They knew that terrible Forces were straining against each other. THERE WAS A WARNING!

Even so a warning Message from God may be swept under the Rug by calling it" "CONDEMNATION!" when, as a matter of Fact; any attempt to STOP the CYCLONE or TORNADO WARNING is the REAL "CONDEMNATION" - leaving them to face their Fate just because it does not happen to suit that PREACHER!

THEY CANNOT SAY THEY WERE NOT WARNED!!!

"You are dazzled and blinded by the god of this World. Oh, what a terrible INSANITY is upon you! You may gather together earthly Treasure, but it will be DESTROYED in the great CONFLAGRATION...The great CONFLAGRATION and the DISASTERS by Land and Sea that have visited our Country were the special providences of God, a WARNING of what is about to come upon the World. God would show
man that He can kindle upon his Idols a FIRE that water cannot quench. The great general CONFLAGRATION is but just ahead, when all this wasted labor of life will be swept away in a Night and Day, The TREASURE laid up in Heaven will be Safe. No thief can approach nor moth corrupt it." 4T:49.

1. WHAT IS THIS CALLED?
"As a SNARE shall the DAY of JUDGMENT come upon all who dwell on the face of the Earth. Your PROFESSION is only a HINDRANCE to souls..."I know thy works" (not thy profession), says the True Witness. God is now sifting His people, TESTING their purposes and their motives. Many will be but as CHAFF - no wheat, no VALUE in them." 4T:51.

2. HOW DOES THE SNARE COME ???
This subject was so Important, she took up an entire Chapter on: "THE SNARES OF SATAN" in the Book: "The Great Controversy."

3. WHAT DID THAT CHAPTER DEAL WITH ?
How Satan would Fool this people, without FORCE, without Sunday Law BEFORE THE STORM OF WRATH!

4. WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT WARNING - THAT STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS ???
They took it OUT of the Book. That is to say - the 4 main Pages. Lifted them clean OUT! Talk about "CONDEMNING" They CONDEMNED this people to enter the coming Storm of Wrath, that is to sweep the World, relentless in its Fury.

WITHOUT THE MAIN WARNING WRITTEN OUT WITH SUCH CARE!
Talk about CONDEMNATION! They DOOMED this people to "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION" by tearing down the WARNING STORM FLAGS! So the people go about their Business not knowing the THUNDER HEADS are piling up like an ATOMIC BOMB - 60,000 feet high! Talk about "FINDING FAULT" with the RED FLAGS - tearing them down, and taking Pot-Shots at those who put them up! Do not want the people "DISTRUBED!" or "DISTRESSED!" Those TOO BLIND to See, too Dumb to come out of the Rain, ready to be Impaled, do not even have a STORM WARNING! What a Price those Preachers will have to Pay who Call for: "Silence in the Testing Time!" When God has Ordered: "CRY ALOUD! and SPARE NOT!"
5. WHAT IS COMING?
"The Sword of His WRATH is stretched out over the people..." 4T:52.

6. WHAT PEOPLE?
The "I AM SAVED!" - URIAH SMITHS and L. E. FROOMS want us to believe this is the WORLD! It could not be their dear "CHURCH!"

7. WHAT DID THEY DO TO PERPETUATE THIS URIAH SMITH MYTH?
THE ORIGINAL BOOK - 1884 SOP Series #4 they took out the 4 main Pages of the "SNARES OF SATAN" chapter. MISSING in GC 518. [Found out of Context and Setting in TM 472-5. Also found in the 1884 SOP 4:337-340. (Now obtainable from BBH - set of 4 SOP ORIGINALS for about $15.00.) Put them in the Libraries.]

8. WHAT ELSE DID THEY DO?
The 7th Horror of the World - the DESTRUCTION of the Tithe-paying, Sabbath-keeping "JERUSALEM" was but a faint SHADOW of what is Coming on the Adventist Church. But it would not be Nice for them to KNOW that - would it now?

ORIGINAL BOOK 1884 SOP 4:34. EXACTLY AS SHOWN:
"As he warned his disciples of Jerusalem's destruction, giving them a sign of the approaching ruin that they might make their escape, so he has warned his people of the approach of final destruction, and given them signs of its approach that all who will may flee from the wrath to come." 1884 SOP 4:38.

HOW DID THEY CHANGE THAT WARNING?
They lifted out the 2 words UNDERLINED and slipped in: "the world."

PLEASE REPEAT THAT
They tore down the RED FLAG of WARNING to; "HIS PEOPLE" and hung up another FLAG addressed to: "THE WORLD." [Quite an Improvement - don't you Think?]

9. WHY DID THEY DO THAT?
They wanted to pass on the Tradition of the Elders, that "SPEW OUT!!" means "GOING THROUGH!"

"THE WORLD" would get it - that Church - NEVER!!!
[And that is - FINAL!]

10. WHEN DID THEY DO THIS CHANGING OF THE BOOKS?
She complained bitterly that they CHANGED them, WITHHELD Testimonies, REFUSED to read them, so to
settle her Hash to show her who was Boss they gave URIAH SMITH authority in the General Conference Session 1883. RBH. Nov. 27, 1883. See "EGW-MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" [BBH] EGW-MR 65-80. VOP-TREASURE CHEST p. 62.

1888 was the date of the first officially CHANGED "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"—and was much of the Fight of 1888—and the reason for sweeping it under the Rug. WILLIE WHITE was in on the Scheme. To make the Message more "ACCEPTABLE" to the Church & the World. The Hand of the Psychologists.

11. BUT THEY TELL US THIS WAS ALL DONE IN HER OFFICE—WITH HER APPROVAL

They deceived her by telling her they were working on a FOREIGN EDITION—how could she check a FOREIGN LANGUAGE? But when they worked out what they wanted, they suddenly whipped out a new EDITION—IN ENGLISH!

12. BUT THEY SAY THEY DID THIS WITH HER APPROVAL!

Do they now? She agreed to NOTHING of the KIND!

13. HOW CAN YOU PROVE THAT???

We never say anything we cannot Prove. Here is all the Proof any Honest person would want. We do not worry if we do not "PROVE" it to the other Kind.

WHAT MORE PROOF WOULD ANYONE WANT THAN THIS:

[Must we remind you to watch the DATES? The Trick was done—1883 to 1888. What did she say AFTER that??]

"I dare not withhold ONE WORD of the Testimony... and I CANNOT, if I WOULD—recall ONE SENTENCE."

MS 22, 1890. EGW-MR 14.

[Is that not the way it SHOULD be for a Message that is Inspired by God? Did He not know what He was saying that He needed the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with Headquarters in Battle Creek or Washington to straighten Him out? To come to His rescue? To fix the Books up to Read the way they were "MEANT" to Read? That ONE Reference puts the LIE on them. But there are MORE—many MORE. Here are some:]

"NOT A WORD is CHANGED or DENIED." Series B7:57. 1905.
"The past 50 years has not dimmed ONE JOT... NOT A WORD is changed or denied... Those who are willing to have the STRAIGHT, PLAIN Messages of God consumed, to get them out of their sight, will only give INCREASED PUBLICITY TO, and confirmation of, the Messages that they dismissed or repulsed... that is not the END of the Message by any means... Many indeed will not Understand - but will STUMBLE at the Words contained in the Roll." Series B202-3. Health Research Edition. MS 1905.

"Please let Sister White bear her own Message. It will come with a better grace from her." MS 21, 1901. SM 1:43-5. S-270:189.

"I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out." RH A5:110. Jan. 26, 1905.

[For additional coverage - write for "1884 GC FOREWORD." A few left. Of 5,000 or more Printed - NOT ONE WORD of denial around the World! Who has $500.00 to have this Reprinted in larger Type? Also $500.00 for Reprinting 88 page "PRESENT TRUTH" Publication.]

[We want the ORIGINAL TRUTH! We accept nothing else!]

14. WHO DID SHE SAY WAS "ACCUSING" AND "CONDEMNING" AND HAD A SECRET "ROOT OF BITTERNESS"?" THOSE WHO ACCUSED THE CHURCH LEADERS ???

Just the opposite. It is the Mystery of Iniquity how they switched this square around! See for yourself TM 426 she takes after the "FORNICATORS" in the General Conferences Offices, she keeps after these "FORNICATORS" - TM 426-8, 431, 433, 437 until she comes to the "SEALING" of 144,000 Philadelphians, while the LAODICEAN "FORNICATORS" are putting "ROTTEN TIMBERS" in their "CHARACTER-BUILDING" for the Teaching by the FORNICATING "AWAKENING" is that "CHARACTER-OIL" cannot be obtained anyway!

"ROTTEN TIMBERS... which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the mansions above. They had refused to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS, they have clung to them as if they were of precious value. They will lose Heaven and an Eternity of Bliss on account of them." TM 466-7.

Continuing her all-out Attack against these General Conference "FORNICATORS" who CHANGED the TESTIMONIES...
to suit their "FORNICATORS" because they have a "Secret...ROOT OF BITTERNESS" and cast around to see who they can throw Black-Balls at in "their ACCUSATIONS and CONdemNATION." While they, possessed by the Devil - change her Writings!

"...this must be CUT OUT, and must be CHANGED!" TM 468-9.

Imagine that Crew - taking these very Barbs aimed by Angel's hands AT them - Straight Testimonies TO the Laodiceans !!!

Aimed at the Leadership and them snatching these Arrows out of the Air and aiming them at the people! And getting away with it for Years and Years and Years! Look it up for yourself and see that this is so! And never again be led astray by those Fornicators! And if you think this is "FOUL LANGUAGE" it is the Word for Word "LANGUAGE" found right here TM 426-469. Beware lest ye be found Fighting against God!

15. WHAT IS COMING ON THE Fornicators?
"The Sword of His WRATH is stretched out...Storms, Earthquakes, Whirlwinds, Fire, and the Sword will spread ISOLATION EVERYWHERE, until men's hearts shall fail them for Fear and for looking after those things which shall come upon the Earth. You know not how small a space is between you and Eternity. YOU KNOW NOT HOW SOON YOUR PROBATION MAY CLOSE...

"Not a Farthing can you Take with you...Your means are of no more value than SAND, only as used to provide for the daily necessities of Life and to Bless others and Advance the Cause of God. God has given you Testimonies of WARNING & ENCOURAGEMENT, but you have turned from them...COME BACK and gather up the Rays of Light...and may God help you all to attain perfection of Christian CHARACTER." 4T:52-5. 1876.

16. ADDRESSED TO "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH."
"When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE." 3T:271.

"The great final TEST comes at the close of human Probation...TOO LATE!" COL 412 (421).
Confess NOW! Repent NOW! Build character NOW!
LESSON #7

1. SHOULD WE LOOK FOR THE "LOUD CRY" TO COME BEFORE THE
SEALING-SIFTING-SCREENING-SEPARATION OF TARES AND
WHEAT IN THE CHURCH?
"The Lord is soon to come; there must be a REFINING,
WINNOWING process in every Church, for there are
among us WICKED MEN who do not Love the Truth. There
is need of a Transformation of CHARACTER. Will the
Church arise and put on her beautiful Garments? the
righteousness of Christ? It is soon to be seen who are
Vessels unto Honor.

"And AFTER these things I saw another Angel come
down from Heaven, having great Power; and the Earth
was LIGHTENED with his Glory...Babylon the Great is
Fallen, is Fallen..." Rev. 18. RH A3:39. March 19,
1895.

2. WHAT SHOULD WE SEE IN THE ABOVE REFERENCES?
[1] The last 4 Lines. This is Rev. 18. The Loud
Cry, the Latter Rain, the Refreshing from the
Lord.
[2] But look above - BEFORE that we have the SHAK-
ING-WINNOWING-SEPARATION in the Church. For in
a Word - the Lord will not accept those who are
not Right with God, to give His last Message.

THEREFORE - the Adventist Leaders are all out of Line -
looking for the "LOUD CRY" without the TARES being SEPARAT-
ED by "Gather ye FIRST the TARES - for the BURNING!" and
AFTER that the Wheat.

3. HOW ARE THE TARES GATHERED?
By a great false "REFORMATION" the very Doctrines
listed and catalogued in GC 464-472.

4. WHICH COMES FIRST - THE TRUE OR THE COUNTERFEIT?
"A MOVEMENT shall come." GC 464. "And BEFORE the
time for such a MOVEMENT shall come, (Satan) will
endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTER-
FEIT." GC 464.

FORGET what you have heard, FORGET the Traditions
of men that make the Word of God of non-effect.
Just STUDY that Quotation for yourself. WHICH comes
FIRST ??? GENUINE Or COUNTERFEIT?

5. PLAINLY DARKNESS IS ENGULFING THE CHURCH IN THE MID-
NIGHT HOUR - HOW TO ESCAPE THAT DARKNESS ???

-36-
"We must let our light shine amid the moral darkness. Many who are now in darkness, as they see a reflection of the light of the World, will realize that they have a hope of Salvation. Your light may be small, but...let it shine forth. Someone may light his taper from yours, his light may be the means of leading others out from the darkness...to perfect a character after the Divine similitude." CH 396-7.

6. God intends that we should be sealed what if we fall??
"God desires His people to be Light-bearers to a world lying in midnight darkness. But if they refuse to go forward in the light which He causes to shine on the pathway, the light will finally become to them darkness; and instead of being light bearers to the world, they themselves will be lost in the blackness that surrounds them." CH 445-6.

7. What about those who build character?
"When the darkness is deepest, the light of a godlike character will shine the brightest." AA 432.

8. What will those do who say character-building is impossible? Christ "gives" it as a "gift" when He comes?
"I was pointed down to the time when the 3rd angel's message was closing...the last great warning had sounded everywhere, and it had stirred up and enraged the inhabitants of the earth...

[Is that what the rooms look for? or pierson?]

"An angel with a writer's inkhorn by his side returned from the earth and reported to Jesus that his work was done, and the saints were numbered and sealed. Then I saw Jesus...throw down the censer...
"It is done."..."He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still." Every case had been decided...As Jesus moved out of the Most Holy place...Satan had entire control of the finally impotent...there is nothing to stay the wrath of God, and it breaks with fury." EW 280.

9. Is there a difference between justification and sanctification?
Obedient to the Whims of Froom - R. D. Brinsmead for a Decade has been hammering away - that there is no Difference! Like the popular Romantic Preachers of Babylon - there is nothing "BEYOND" Justification!

10. IS THERE A DIFFERENCE?
[1] FIRST comes the CONDEMNATION of God. FIRST the sinner must recognize his need of Help.
[2] SECOND he ACKNOWLEDGES it is so. He needs Help. JUSTIFICATION is two-fold. [A] REPENTANCE means sorrow for what he has done. RESOLUTION to strive to do Better. [B] With the commitment firmly made - Christ forgives all past Sins, as of that Moment. ON CONDITION that he go on to PERFECTION.

11. WHAT IS THIS CALLED?
It is called "CALLED" - he answers the Call to Repentance and conversion. This is JUSTIFICATION, his Name is put into the Book of Life.

"MANY are CALLED - but FEW are CHOSEN." Matt. 22:14.

12. HOW DOES HIS NAME REMAIN IN THE BOOK OF LIFE?
This is the Secret of the entire Third Angel's Message. THAT A TIME IS COMING which all other Churches DENY the Time of SEALING. When the Man with the "DIRT-BRUSH" appears to Sweep OUT the CHAFF, TARES, RUBBISH, DIRT.

"CHAFF like a CLOUD, will go OUT..." "...borne away on the WIND..." See 57:81.

13. "OUT" OF WHAT ???
This is where the poor, Blind LAODICEAN thinks his Holy, Infallible, Predestinated "CHURCH" is the "LIVING TEMPLE" and all who go "OUT" of its Fellowship are automatically "LOST!" Short-sighted and Blind. Wild Swine can easily be captured by using a Snare, from a Tree - for they never look up!

14. WHAT WOULD THE ADVENTISTS SEE - IF HE LOOKED UP?
He would see the SEALING, the COURT in Heaven, this "LIGHT" came in 1844. The COURT SCENE in the Most Holy Place. JUDGMENT is given to the ANGELS of God, and not give into the hands of any MAN, or group of MEN. It is this message that made the Jews so KILLING MAD! That the "CHURCH" is "ABOVE", look again, and Look a little HIGHER! "THE JERUSALEM" that is the
Mother of us all! THE INVISIBLE CHURCH of the "FIRST-BORN!"

LOOK UP! Like Steven looked up and saw the Gates ajar. Under the Inspiration of the Holy Ghost he was constrained to say, what made the Jews so killing MAD, that they came with closed Ears - gnashing on him with their Teeth! Like wild Beasts! as the Blind will do again as we Repeat the Words of Stephen:


THE ADVENTIST – LIKE THE JEW OF OLD
In the narrow Compass of his immediate surroundings - reading EW 271 "Some had been shaken OUT and LEFT by the way..."

Failing to go to the ORIGINAL with the MISSING FOOTNOTES fails to See who goes "OUT" of "WHAT?"

[1] There is a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" given by a "COMPANY" and aimed by true Angel's hands "TO" [not FROM!] "TO the Laodiceans!"

[2] Then there is – OPPOSING this little "COMPANY" there is the "LAODICEANS" who "RISE UP AGAINST" this Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans.

AND SO SOME "GO OUT." OUT OF WHAT ??? 1T:180-2.

The Key-Word is: "COMPANY." They go "OUT" of the "COMPANY" because they are only Hangers-ON, Has-beens, not willing to give up their Sins, full of Laodicean DRUGS -floating around in their Blood-Streams for more YEARS than they care to Remember, see everything Up-side-down. Have false Sympathy for the poor Laodiceans and go BACK to the Laodiceans "OUT" of the Company that are giving the "STRAIGHT Testimony TO the Laodiceans!"

Are not Worthy of the Truth or Eternal Life due to their Secret Passions and Sins that they will NEVER give up! How easy for them to FALL for the Siren- Song of the "AWAKENING" - it makes no difference now, it's all the same, it's in the Game! EASTERN PANTHEISM – FATALISM!

They enjoy lots of Company - so they go back to the BIG MAJORITY now worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place, hence they go "OUT" of the TRUTH! INTO the OLD CHURCH! Like JUDAS!
It is in this Hour, it is in this Time, and it is for this Reason that this Message comes, to all who hold the Truth.

"AND AT MIDNIGHT A CRY WAS HEARD: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

WHICH "OUT" AND WHICH "IN" DO WE WANT ???
"They see the PROCESSION moving on, bright with Torch-es, [they had much Light!] glad with Music. ["I seemed to hear the MUSICAL voices of these Angels sounding everywhere."] They hear the Voice of the Bridegroom [the "VOICE OF GOD" was OUTSIDE of their Door!] and the Voice of the Bride. ["The Church the Bride." They spring to their Feet - realizing "THE CHURCH" the 144,000 "TEMPLE" is OUTSIDE of them!..."

AND IN THIS HOUR - IF THEY ARE WISE ENOUGH
"...the PROCESSION moved on [not waiting for any Blind Laodiceans to catch up!] ...The 5 with lighted lamps JOINED the Throng...and the Door was SHUT." COL 406.

WITH THE THUNDER-HEADS BUILDING UP - THE STORM CLOUDS GATHERING - IT MATTERS NOT IF THE ABOVE IS NOT ACCORDING TO LAODICEAN TRADITION
"God is SIFTING his people...A CORRUPT people has arisen...They DESPISED Reproof...They had time to REPENT of their Wrongs, but SELF was too dear to Die. They nourished it, and it grew Strong, and they SEPARATED from the peculiar people of God...We all have reason to thank Go tat a way has been opened to save [the true Church! the true Bride!] the Church, for the WRATH of God must have come upon us, if these CORRUPT individuals and REMAINED-WITH-US...

SO CHARACTER-NATURE IS NOT NECESSARY TILL CHRIST COMES?
"As we NEAR the Judgment all will manifest their true CHARACTER, and it will be made plain to what Company they BELONG! The sieve is going; let us not say, Stay thy hand, 0 God...The Church must be purged, and will be." SG 2:201. 1T:100. 5T:505, 73. 7T:219. COL 419.

THE SANCTUARY TRUTHS DECLARE THAT THE BLOOD IS NOWHERE ELSE BUT IN THE MOST HOLY PLACE "MY BLOOD! MY BLOOD!"
"Those professed believers who come up to the Time of Trouble UNPREPARED, will, in their despair, CONFESS their sins before all in words of burning anguish, while the wicked exalt over their distress. THE CASE OF ALL SUCH IS HOPELESS. When Christ stands up, and LEAVES the
Most Holy Place, then the Time of Trouble COMMENCES, and the Case of every soul is DECIDED, and there will be no atoning BLOOD to CLEANSE from SIN & POLLUTION...Those who have delayed a PREPARATION for the day of God cannot obtain it in the Time of Trouble, or at any future period." SG 3:134-5. EW 71. ODF 455. PK 435.

[Is it not plain from the above that the ("wrong Wright" as Brither King would say;) the Position taken in March, 1972, and Brinsmead in May, 1972 led around by the Nose to follow SDA Heppenstall with his yard-long List of 'BABYLONISH DEGREES' - dipping into the CIA-JESUIT FROM FUND - falling in line with SHAKESPEARIAN FATALISM, and JEWISH TEL AVIV"KINGDOM COME" with the JW'S, HWA, with MAXWELL of the "SIGNS OF THE JEWISH TIMES."]

[As the Adventist Church teams up with Jew MORRIS CERULLO, Box 700, San Diego, Calif. 92138 - to put out URIAH SMITH "Cardinal Gibbons" & "Bishop Newton" - decomposed "ARMAGEDDON" ideas. SDA COPYRIGHTS given to MORRIS CERULLO to Trick the Jew in Tel Aviv, over 90% COMMUNISTS and RED ATHEISTS by their own Confession! THE MAXWELLS and THE RICHARDS and the CLEVELANDS - [KD & A] telling the Jew - he is going to WIN!]

[Did you ever read what they LEFT OUT of DA 628-9? Found in RH A3:336-8, 343-4, 622-3. The END of the "JEWSH NATION!" We will now see who believes the Testimonies and who DOES NOT!]

PROOF OF THE STAGGERING BLINDNESS IN THIS HOUR

C. F. DAVIS Danville, Wash.
Now, long out of print.

C. F. DAVIS - writing one Letter and failing to obtain a Reply - wrote a second one. That Maxwell Book came out in 1970. Two years later - October 10, 1972,
C. F. DAVIS - receives this Reply.
[No other Letters of objection for 2 solid Years!]

THE WORLD'S PROPHETIC MONTHLY,
SIGNS OF THE TIMES,
Mountain View, Calif. 94040.

"Dear Brother Davis:

Yours are the only two letters we have received...
in criticism of Elder Maxwell's book, a book that has
done a lot of good. Elder Maxwell tried to make things as
vivid as possible, and we are glad for that...

(Blah! and more Blah!........"

(As to Maxwell's 'CHRIST' doing his "HEALING" and his
EMPTYING of "Hospitals and convalescent homes will be
EMPTIED, their one-time occupants bursting with new
Life...radiant with joy...Even the WORST PATIENTS in
mental homes will be brought back to sanity. Curing the
mind is His specialty...Thousands and thousands will
rejoice at His touch upon their poor, confused brains." MAXWELL p. 78.) (Read it for yourself!)

(IN REPLY TO THIS "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" HAS THIS BLAH:

Oct. 10, 1972 Letter:
"...There is no need of "walking" on Christ's
part. He will do this by His presence in the vicinity
of earth.

Yours in the "blessed hope."
(Signed;) J. Ivan Crawford, Signs of the Times.

No other Objections to the Book in two solid Years!
"How hath DARKNESS fallen on Israel!" This Book is
inviting the False "CHRIST" to come, it is the very
"OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" Yet in two solid Years of such a
"BOOK OF A NEW ORDER" SM 1:204. B2:54. NOT ONE OBJECT-
ION!

"My people love to have it so and what will ye do in the
end thereof? "And I looked for a man in Israel and there
was NOT ONE!" Isa. 41:24, 28-9. 45:16. 54:15. 63:3-
6. Ps. 14:3. 53:5. Rom. 3:12, 10. ! Cor. 6:5. Lam. 1:

15. IS THE CHURCH MILITANT—THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT?
"The Church militant is not the Church triumphant."

16. WHY NOT? WHY IS IT NOT TRIUMPHANT?
"The Church militant is not the Church triumphant.
"Unless the people of God wage a valiant WARFARE
against every species of sin, they will never pass
through the portals of the Holy City. And we shall have no special trial. NOW IS THE ACCEPTED TIME...
"Cleanse your hands, ye sinners; and purify your Hears, ye DOUBLE-MINDED." RH A4:365. Dec. 31, 1901.

[Will some one show this to the DOUBLE-MINDED Leaders of the self-styled: "AWAKENING?" That this is the "Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans" as also found in MISSING FOOTNOTES 1T:180-2.]

17. WHAT WILL TRIUMPH?

"TRUTH, passing by those who despise and reject it, will Triumph." Ev. 20. AA 601. 1911.

18. HOW WILL THE TRUTH TRIUMPH?
"Come out from among them and be ye SEPARATE..." This is the Message we are to proclaim. False Religions MUST be EXPOSED, that the TRUTH may TRIUMPH." RH A4:315. July 2, 1901.

"Ye shall DESTROY their altars, BREAK their images, and CUT DOWN their groves: for thou shalt worship no other god: for the Lord, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God."

"The Message God sends through His servants will be scorned and derided by unfaithful shepherds... God will not treat men according to...COLOR, but according to the CHARACTER they have formed. Thus will be decided the Case of every one." RH A4:314. June 25, 1901.

19. WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE CHURCH MILITANT?
"The Church militant is not the Church triumphant, but is composed of erring man and women." RH A1:417.

"The Church militant is not the Church triumphant. There are TARES among the Wheat." TM 61.

20. HOW WILL THE LORD GET RID OF THESE TARES?
"Let both grow TOGETHER until the Harvest: and in the TIME OF HARVEST I will say to the Reapers, GATHER ye together FIRST the TARES, and bind them in Bundles to BURN them." Matt. 13:30, 38-43. "For the Harvest is Ripe." Joel 3:13.

21. "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES" - HOW ???
Who wants to be in the "VANGUARD" of a great Religious MONOLITHIC Combine? The "VANGUARD" the
"FIRST" to be Gathered are the TARES! It is the "COUNTERFEIT" GC 464, their very Teaching and Doctrines listed and catalogued in GC 464-473. Called a "REVIVAL" and a "REFORMATION." EW 45. PT 22.

False doctrine, bewitching Fables, "Peace & Safety" Dumb Dogs that will not Bark - draw them with the silken cords of "LOVE!" GC 554.

22. WHO PREPARES THE WAY AND HOW?
"So APOSTASY in the Church will PREPARE THE WAY for the Image to the Beast...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...UNITING upon such Points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the State to...SUSTAIN their Institutions, then (it will be only a Step to the resort to "FORCE")[1]) then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE!" GC 444-5.

23. PIERSON AVOWS HOW TRULY "SINCERE" HE IS - FOOLING THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH SENSE TO COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN - WHERE WAS HE WHEN THIS TOOK PLACE?

[Evangelical Doctrines "IN COMMON" - "AN IMAGE!"[1] ["So APOSTASY in the Church will PREPARE the WAY!"]

24. WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?
Their burning desire to be in the "VANGUARD" of a great Religious "GATHERING" will be but the Binding into Bundles of the TARES for the BURNING. All this is very Clear in the MISSING FOOTNOTES found in 1T:180-2.

"GATHER yourselves (not the Lord's "GATHERING" which 
FOLLOWS - this is but the Gathering of: 
"YOURSELVES!" "Gather YOURSELVES together, yea, 
GATHER together, O (denomi-) NATION not desired; 
before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon 
YOU!" 1T:180.

25. WHAT IS THE REMEDY?
[1]"Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
[2] "Cleanse your hands, ye SINNERS, and PURIFY your hearts, ye DOUBLE MINDED!" 1T:180 (Foot-
notes.)
"Satan uses those who CLAIM to believe the Truth, but whose LIGHT had become DARKNESS, as his mediums to utter his FALSEHOODS and transmit his DARKNESS. They are FOOLISH VIRGINS indeed, choosing DARKNESS rather than LIGHT...The State of the Church represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE..."I know thy works"..."I will spew thee out of my Mouth...

"To him that OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with me in my Throne, even as I also OVERCAME, and am set down with my Father in his Throne." RH A2:419, 420. 1890.

* * * * * * * * *

* * * Since the time of the Minneapolis meeting, I have seem the State of the Laodicean Church as never before. I have heard the REBUKE of God spoken to those who feel so well-satisfied, who know not their spiritual DESTINATION...LIKE THE JEWS, many have closed their eyes lest they should see; but...knew not that they were poor, and miserable, and blind, and naked...all such are FOOLISH VIRGINS...

"Jesus will HELP those who seek him with all their hearts, to OVERCOME the world, the flesh, and the Devil...you will be given a NEW, an IMMORTAL name." RH A2:421, 425. Aug. 26 - Sept. 16, 1890.

"Every member of his Church militant must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the Church triumphant." FCE 179. 1891.

"The WARNING for the LAST Church...The LAODICEAN Message...must go to ALL the Churches. 61:77.

"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the destroying Angel will follow, to slay utterly both old and young." 5T:505. DA 152. RH A2:255. 5T:13, 511.

A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM." PRODUCTION.
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